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Abstract
The basic exponential polynomial is simple but has no closed-form expression other than the polynomial itself.
This polynomial is mostly studied in group theories and with prime numbers. However, some of its basic
properties seem to have been ignored. In this paper are shown an integral representation for it with which one
can generate the polynomial.
It is based on both a recursion relation and a differential equation. By using them various generating functions
are solved. 1
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I.

Introduction

The exponential polynomial appears in some initial value problems and is also recognized as a special
case of generalized Laguerre polynomials. As the number of terms increases, it approaches the corresponding
exponential function. The polynomial resists all known methods [4] for creating a closed-form solution to it.
The exponential polynomial and its generalizations are commonly studied in connection with Galois
groups and prime number theories [1], [2]. Recent examples in this subject are [3] and [5].
In the following are first introduced the basic recursion relations. Then a useful differential equation is
developed. They are used to advantage in developing the generating function for the exponential polynomial. A
few generalizations are developed in the same manner.

II.

The Exponential Polynomial
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IV. Discussion
The exponential polynomial is mostly studied as an element in the group theory.
It is also linked to prime number theory. Elementary properties of the exponential polynomial are
commonly ignored as it is deceivingly simple.
The original recursion relation for the exponential polynomial (2) is used for developing further the
obvious differential (3). The resulting differential equation can be solved leading to an integral expression for
the polynomial (6).
It is useful for generating more results. The rare exponential structure of the polynomial actually gives
rise to various forms of the generating function, like (9), (17), (18) and (21).
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